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ContentsFrom the author’s desk1.)Rajdhani Express in Rajdhani2.)North India Vs South India3.)I
can’t wait anymore!4.)The Bangalore University5.)Bangalore is Mini India6.)Hill Station of the 80s?
7.)The Grand New Year’s eve8.)It’s been a year in Bangalore9.)My Post Graduation in BanGalore
10.)Hare Krishna at the IsKCON11.)The Grand Pre-Climax12.)Tears of Joy and Sorrow13.)Battling
the enemies within14.)Back to the Starting Point From the author’s deskHello, my name is Sahil
Munjal. I am an author based in Panipat. This is my first book. After juggling with my thoughts for
a long time, I finally decided to publish it and share with the world. I wrote this book way back in
2015 on a personal diary and it was lying there since then. Recently, I thought of giving it a look
and edited it to make it correct and better in every possible way.This book is a part of series which
will focus on my life in Bangalore, one of the best phases of my life. I first visited Bangalore in 2014
and returned from there in 2015. The book contains that chapter and more chapters will arrive in
future. I have tried to use simple language and amazing phrases to make the book easy to
understand and at the same time have some learning value too.I am highly grateful to my parents
Mr. Anil Munjal & Mrs. Geeta Munjal for their continuous support in making me stand where I
am, my brother Utkarsh and my sister Soumya for helping me in every situation.Huge thanks to
my teacher Mr. Rajesh Kumar, who taught me to work on reports. From there I improved my
typing skills and developed a reading habit. Thanks to Uncle ji, Mr. Rajiv Bakshi, who is an author
himself and continuously pushed me to publish my first book. Thanks to my mentors Dr. Rashmi
Kapila and Mrs. Shubhli Bhalla, for their continuous dose of motivation in my life.Lots of love to
the lifelines of my live- Shayna and Shivika who are a major part of this Book series.This book
represents solely my opinions and not of any other person or organization related to me. Names of
some people and places have been changed citing privacy reasons. I wish my readers all the best
and I hope they have a wonderful experience.◆◆◆
1.)Rajdhani Express in Rajdhani
25-12-2014 Rushing towards the Hazrat Nizammudin railway station, in the Unfamiliar ‘Metropolis’
New Delhi, I protected myself from almost being pick-pocketed. Huff! When this situation in New
Delhi would change? Sick and tired of it!As soon as I entered inside, my excitement went to peaks
higher than those of Nandi Hills of Bangalore. My heart was palpitating as I was waiting for
Rajdhani Express! Luckily, it was on time. I boarded the train at 8:25 and my dad and uncle started
issuing guidelines. It was natural on their part, since it was the first time I was going to travel
alone. That too...too far, Bangalore! They seemed to be a bit relaxed when an old uncle who was
travelling to Jhansi...told us that Bangalore is an amazing place and belongs to educated citizens
☺Oh, I forgot to tell! Yes, I was travelling to the Garden City of India. With the whistle at 8:45, the
train began moving, and responding to it's speed my heart started beating faster and faster. The

cabins in my left & front were occupied by South Indians, it was the first time that I encountered
them! Two different mentalities & cultures met each other without a debate, strange right? The
cabin at the right was occupied by a human being belonging to high society of Delhi (completely
bald), who was in his retirement age (not sure about that though). And…yes, I was sitting at the
side two seater berth!Not too late, the Indian Railways welcomed me with tomato soup &
breadsticks, which my dumbass considered as a diet food, like most of we North Indians do! Well,
I forgot to make a point that this is not some "Travel Journal" of my tour stating the places I visited.
The focus will be on what caused me to introspect, retrospect, and decide what to do keeping in
mind all the aspects! So, let’s move our focus from the breadsticks to what happened next. I tried
focusing on getting sleep, as my mind was continuously thinking about my wishes which were
going to be fulfilled this Christmas. I kept my bag below my head as a pillow, with the second
purpose of keeping it safe and focused on sleeping. Thoughts of excitement and imaginations
occuring due to the Adrenaline Rush were keeping sleep away from me.
2.)North India Vs South India
26-12-2014Amidst the thousands of thoughts, I didn’t realise when I caught sleep and woke up to
a fresh morning, unable to figure out where I was. A strange thought entered in my mind that if I
go out from the train in these forests, what am I going to do? While finding the answers to this
question full of humor, innocence and creativity, I saw someone sleeping on the berth downside to
me. He must have come while I was asleep.I went below and started talking to him, he told me
that we were somewhere in MP and were about to reach Bhopal very soon! I was wondering how
I’ll spend this looooong day, we were still in a “Hindi Land” despite a night of travelling.Then I
realized that God had listened to me, when I saw that some girls from Jhansi had accompanied
that Delhite uncle during night, and their ‘High Society’ talks about dentists and doctors had
started. Since I had prayed only for “Some” source of little entertainment, therefore the girls’ faces
weren’t visible at all, I could only hear their voices. It was the first time that listening the word
“Doctor” made me laugh instead of giving anxiety.After all…he was from a North-Indian high
society. A society where parents lie to their relatives about the scores of their children to increase
their reputation. And...when those children grow-up, all those marks become just papers lying in
the lockers, with no or little career choices available to them.A society where people claim to be
educated but at the same time don’t want female child. A society where people take pride in
spending more money on their Kids’ wedding than their education.The girls weren’t sounding any
less than ‘Jhansi Ki Rani’, their talks continued to make me laugh and time was passing easily due
to that. The Bald-Man was criticizing each and everything like he was from “I hate this planet”
campaign run by citizens of mars, I remember the most intellectual words that came out of his
mouth “3 Idiots me Aamir ka kya tha? Story usne di?”All my life, I had believed that there is a
separate story department for this task which gets credit in the end of the movie, in black and
white. But this man had made me learn something which no one else could have.Meanwhile, that
stranger next to me and I developed a good rapport (That was the only option for a 36-hour long
journey). He said that he owns a firm named â€œSR Powertechâ€• in Haridwar. Hardworking
guy he was, very practical and knowledgeable too. He kept me engaged as he shared his
experiences the whole day and was a good company! His name was Ramavtar Yadav.

A guy from a Small town moves to the Garden City of India to explore more about
her. Travel along as I uncover the deep hidden stories and secrets lying inside the
Silicon Valley of India. Struggle, Betrayal, Survival and Love. Worth it or not? Read
the book to find out more. ;)
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